
Talks and Discussion Groups, Sundays 515 & 7 pm 
 

 All are welcome to study & discuss Theosophy; the meetings are free. 
 
 

NOVEMBER      Sundays 7-830 pm and a special Friday meeting 
 
 

5th    The Magic of Sound, Geometry, and Number                  (talk) 
What does it take to build Universe? Why is there a Universe at all according to Theosophy and 
modern science? 

12th  Karmic Visions article by H. P. Blavatsky     (study & discussion) 
Prophetic foresight of both World Wars and their Karmic causes was presented in this intriguing 
article from 1888. 

Fri 17th   Theosophical Movement 142nd Anniversary Meeting        (two talks) 
The Theosophical Movement has specific social and altruistic objects, programs and educational 
reforms that are of great importance to the development of a truer philosophy, science and religion. 

19th  Fohat: The Essence of Cosmic Electricity                  (talk) 

 “Neither the nature of electricity, nor of Life nor even of Light are to this day understood.” Secret Doctrine 

26th The Cause of Sorrow  article by Robert Crosbie               (study & discussion) 

Sorrow can be traced back to personal desires and ignorance of our true nature. 
 

 
 

DECEMBER      Sundays 7-830 pm and a Saturday afternoon Workshop 
 
 

3rd     The Mystery of Atlantis                   (talk) 

The Atlantean era preceded our Aryan fifth root race & reached greater levels of civilisation than ours. 

Sat 9th Finding The Path: To A New Society (Seminar & Study Workshop 3-615pm) 

The ideals of H.P.B & W.Q. Judge on social reform, 3 talks with Q&A. The 3rd seminar in series of 4. 

10th  The Importance of Meditation  from WQJ & Patanjali  (study & discussion) 

This daily practice allows us to mirror forth the Wisdom of the Self within and fulfil its requests. 

17th  The Mahatmas and Their Doctrine                  (talk) 

HPB wrote the Secret Doctrine with two Mahatmas, it gives in detail their ideals & philosophy.  

24th   The Music of the Spheres  collation from H. P. Blavatsky    (study & discussion) 

Pythagoras compared the intrinsic harmony & balance of the Cosmos to music & is reflected our music. 

31st   The Creative Will     article by Robert Crosbie          (study & discussion) 

The wise man, by evolving his creative spiritual Will, acquires the power to benefit all living beings. 

 
 

Meetings begin punctually, doors open 30 minutes beforehand. 

No. 62 is 50 m from Devonshire Terrace, directions on the website Contact page. 

The nearest tube stations are Lancaster Gate, Paddington and Bayswater. 
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October to December 2017 
 
 
 

October programme of Sunday talks and study / discussion groups, 7-830pm 

1st    Creation or Evolution?                                      (talk) 
The Perennial Wisdom on the origin of Man & Universe differs totally from Darwinism & Theology. 

8th   Two Lost Keys                 article by William Q. Judge   (study & discussion) 
Deciphering the Zodiac’s keys; Bhagavad Gita as the precursor to Pythagoras’ “music of the spheres.” 

15th  Human or Divine Justice?                                    (talk) 
Law rules all & is in all. Man-made laws are a clumsy replica of this Natural and Divine Law & order. 

22nd   The Mind in Nature               article by H. P. Blavatsky      (study & discussion) 
Universal Mind stands behind the undeniable design in the cosmos, from the stars to the amoeba. 

29th  The Psychology of Reincarnation    collation from H.P.B.      (study & discussion) 
Forging new horizons in life & its conduct according to the long-practiced ideals of Eastern initiates. 

 
 

See inside for Sunday Meditation / Introductory groups & Wednesday study groups. 
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THE ONGOING WORK 
 

She [H.P.B.] said: “When you consider 

and remember those days in 1875 and 
after, in which you could not find any 
people interested in your thoughts, and 
now look at the wide-spreading influence 
of theosophical ideas – however labelled – 
it is not so bad. We are not working 
merely that people may call themselves 
T h e o s o p h i s t s , but that the doctrines we 
cherish may affect and leaven the whole 
mind of this century. This alone can be 
accomplished by a small earnest band of 
workers, who work for no human reward, 
no earthly recognition, but who, supported and sustained by a belief in that 
Universal Brotherhood of which our Masters are a part, work steadily, 
faithfully, in understanding and putting forth for consideration the doctrines 
of life and duty that have come down to us from immemorial time.  
 

Falter not so long as a few devoted ones will work to keep the nucleus 
existing. You were not directed to found and realise a Universal 
Brotherhood, but to form the nucleus for one; for it is only when the nucleus 
is formed that the accumulations can begin that will end in future years, 
however far, in the formation of that body which we have in view.” 
 

H.P.B. had a lion heart, and on the work traced out for her she had the lion’s 
grasp; let us, her friends, companions and disciples, sustain ourselves in 
carrying out the designs laid down on the trestle-board, by the memory of 
her devotion and the consciousness that behind her task there stood, and 
still remain, those Elder Brothers who, above the clatter and the din of our 
battle, ever see the end and direct the forces distributed in array for the 
salvation of “that great orphan – Humanity.” 
 

William Q. Judge, “Yours Till Death and After, H.P.B.”  (article) 

 
SUNDAY INTRODUCTORY GROUPS 

 

515-6 pm  Meditation Dos and Don’ts 

6-630  pm Questions and Answers on all subjects 
 

The 515 pm session provides guidance on how to safely meditate based 
on a sound knowledge of psychological principles. The 6 pm group is for 
all general enquiries. To find out about the Correspondence Course or 
about the book for sale come to the centre or contact us by email or phone. 

 

WEDNESDAY STUDY GROUPS 
 

7-815 pm    In-depth study of Yoga Aphorisms of Patanjali on meditation 
and The Secret Doctrine, the master-work written by H. P. Blavatsky. 

 

830-930 pm  Reading, study & discussion of Forum Answers by William 
Q. Judge with references from H. P. Blavatsky’s Isis Unveiled etc. 

 

The ULT meetings are for all interested in Theosophy and are free. 
 

The Declaration of the ULT   a commitment to Unity, Study and Work 

The policy of this Lodge is independent devotion to the cause of Theosophy, without professing attachment 
to any Theosophical organization.  It is loyal to the great Founders of the Theosophical Movement, but does not 
concern itself with dissensions or differences of individual opinion. The work it has on hand and the end it 
keeps in view are too absorbing and too lofty to leave it the time or inclination to take part in side issues.  
That work and that end is the dissemination of the Fundamental Principles of the Philosophy of Theosophy, 
and the exemplification in practice of those principles, through a truer realization of the SELF, a profounder 
conviction of Universal Brotherhood. 

It holds that the unassailable basis for union among Theosophists, wherever and however situated, is 
"similarity of aim, purpose and teaching," and therefore has neither Constitution, By-Laws nor Officers, the sole 
bond between its Associates being that basis.  And it aims to disseminate this idea among Theosophists in the 
furtherance of Unity. 

It regards as Theosophists all who are engaged in the true service of Humanity, without distinction of race, 
creed, sex, condition or organization, and 

It welcomes to its association all those who are in accord with its declared purposes and who desire to fit 
themselves, by study and otherwise, to be the better able to help and teach others. 

The true Theosophist belongs to no cult or sect, yet belongs to each and all. 
 

The following is on the form signed by Associates of the United Lodge of Theosophists:  “Being in sympathy with the purposes 
of this Lodge, as set forth in its “Declaration”, I hereby record my desire to be enrolled as an Associate, it being understood 
that such association calls for no obligation on my part, other than that which I, myself, determine.” 

H.P.B l ava t sky  


